G SERIES
WAGERING TERMINAL
TELLER AND SELF-SERVE

KEY FEATURES

- Dual purpose flip terminal
- Simple transition between teller and self-service mode with pivot-and-lock touchscreen
- High-volume and high speed printer with speed of 250 mm/sec
- Fanless for lower maintenance and quiet operation
- Modern, user intuitive design to increase wagering throughput
- Smart ergonomics and wide touchscreen adjustment range (45°) for comfortable operation
- 15° tilt adjustment for standing tellers
- Vertical stacking of wagering tickets clearly visible by tellers
- External Bill Validator option (G-BAM)
- Proprietary ticket reader designed to eliminate jams

Designed from the ground up with decades of experience maintaining and operating wagering devices at its core, the G Series terminal, with its sleek and compact design and touchscreen interface is the most user-friendly terminal option for tellers and patrons alike. Easily flippable between teller and voucher self-service wagering, and built with United Tote’s sleek and proprietary EnterBet® interface, the G Series is designed to increase speed and productivity to heighten the wagering experience.

ABOUT UNITED TOTE

Racetracks in the United States and around the world rely on United Tote totalisator systems for pari-mutuel wagering products and services. Hosting the biggest days in racing including: The Kentucky Derby, The Bluegrass Stakes, The Breeders’ Cup, and The Arkansas Derby. United Tote’s excellent customer service and system reliability have made UT the totalisator of choice in the racing industry.

CONTACT OUR SALES TEAM FOR MORE INFORMATION

Vic Harrison - Senior Director of Sales
O: (502) 394-1165   C: (502) 432-4954  •  Vic.Harrison@UnitedTote.com  •  UnitedTote.com

Vanessa Pena - Senior Director of International Business Development
O: (858) 279-4250   C: (858) 692-8419  •  Vanessa.Pena@UnitedTote.com  •  UnitedTote.com
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Designed from the ground up with decades of experience maintaining and operating wagering devices at its core, the G Terminal, with its sleek and compact design and a touchscreen interface is THE most user-friendly terminal option for tellers and patrons alike. Easily flippable between teller and voucher self-service wagering and built with United Tote’s sleek and proprietary EnterBet™ interface, the G Series is designed to increase speed and productivity to heighten the wagering experience.

KEY FEATURES
- Dual-purpose flip terminal
- Simple transition between teller and self-service mode with touchscreen pivot and lock
- High-volume and high-speed printer with speed of 250 mm/sec
- Fanless for lower maintenance and quiet operation
- Modern, human intuitive design to increase wagering throughout
- Improved ergonomics and wider touchscreen adjustment range (45°) for comfortable operation
- 15° tilt adjustment for standing tellers
- Vertical stacking of wagering tickets clearly visible by tellers
- External Bill Validator option
- Proprietary ticket reader designed to eliminate jams

ABOUT THE COMPANY

With a solid foundation as the industry’s most reliable company, United Tote is devoted to the pari-mutuel industry and enriching the entertainment experience of racing fanatics. Known as a all-encompassing, United Tote provides everything from totes to software and service. A commitment to racing, excellent technology and integration, innovation to improve player’s experience and unparalleled customer service are all combined to make United Tote the trusted all-encompassing company it is today.
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